What’s Next?
November: Autumn Colours, Music of Elgar, McEwen, and Bax ~ On Friday and Sunday,
November 8 and 10 at 2 pm the Rawson Duo presents an afternoon of early-twentieth century
art music by British composers, highlighted by Edward Elgar’s glorius Sonata in E minor, Op.
82, followed by John Blackwood McEwen’s Prince Charlie, a Scottish Rhapsody, a lively
study of the traditional Jacobean tune, and concluding with Arnold Bax’s Third Violin Sonata,
a Celtic inspired abstract of autumn colours and devilish twists.
Sandy’s Tea and Fancies will complete the afternoon.
December: Nordlys, music of Scandinavian composers ~ On Friday and Sunday, December
20 and 22, 2 pm the Rawson Duo will present their seventh annual Nordlys (Northern
Lights) concert showcasing works by Scandinavian composers.
Beyond that?

. . . as the fancy strikes

(check those emails and website)

Reservations: Seating is limited and arranged through advanced paid reservation, $25 (unless
otherwise noted). Contact Alan or Sandy Rawson, email rawsonduo@gmail.com or call 3793449. Notice of event details, dates and times when scheduled will be sent via email or ground
mail upon request. Be sure to be on the Rawsons’ mailing list. For more information, visit:
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H A N G I N G

O U T AT T H E

R A W S O N S (take a look around)

Harold Nelson has had a lifelong passion for art, particularly photo images
and collage. It sustained him through years of working in the federal
bureaucracy with his last sixteen in Washington DC. He started using his
current collage technique in 2004, two years before retirement from his first
career and his move from Virginia to Port Townsend. His art is shown
frequently at the Northwind Arts Center and other local venues.
www.hnelsonart.com
Zee View of the Month ~ photography by Allan Bruce Zee
"Gothic Crystal" - The old section of Carcassonne, France is a walled,
fortified Gothic village built on a promontory on the edge of Provence.
This beautiful Gothic-arched leaded-glass window was part of a hotel built
into the thick stone walls of the village. The panes of glass are reflecting
the buildings and outdoor restaurant across the way.

www.allanbrucezee.com

A

note

about

chairs

~

following

the

music

If you would like to move your chair out of the way for the reception
(optional), please lean them against the wall on the carpet remnant next
to the wood stove and not standing on the slippery floor.

Cough drops are provided for your convenience.
Cover: Jardin à Sainte-Adresse, (1867) Claude Monet

At the home of Alan and Sandy Rawson, 10318 Rhody Drive, Chimacum WA
Friday and Sunday, October 11 & 13, 2 pm

The Rawson Duo
Specializing in Romantic and early twentieth-century works, the Rawson Duo has

PR O GRAM

given numerous recitals on college campuses and community performing arts series across
the United States and Canada. The Rawsons now reside in Chimacum where they perform

Trio in D minor, Op. 120

throughout the year in the intimate setting of their home located on 7.5 acres, bringing to life

Gabriel Fauré
(1845-1924)

rarely heard works celebrated with warm hospitality.
Violinist Alan Rawson first pursued his music interests in his junior year in high
school as a self-taught folk guitarist, recorder player, and madrigal singer. Classical Violin
studies were begun at Cañada Junior College in Redwood City California, since their
program did not include Country and Western fiddling. He received his Bachelor of Music

Allegro, ma non troppo
Andantino
Allegro vivo

and Master of Arts degrees from San Francisco State University and completed his doctorate degree at the University of Colorado in Boulder in violin performance studying with

~ interval ~

Oswald Lehnert while developing a passionate interest in Rocky Mountain cycling and
cross country skiing. He has served on the music faculties of Concordia College in Moorhead,
Minnesota and the University of Idaho in Moscow, and has recently retired from Minnesota State University Moorhead where he directed the University Orchestra and taught

Trio in C major (1907)

upper strings. He was concertmaster of the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony for twenty years
and appeared as a featured orchestral soloist several times performing works by
Tchaikowsky, Mozart, Sibelius, and Bruch, among others.
Alan has a passionate interest in exploring the music of past great composers, now all
but lost to obscurity, and he is actively researching, locating and scanning public domain

Jean Cras
(1879-1932)

Lent; allegro
Choral: Modéré
Vif et légere
Finale: Allegro

scores, making these freely available to the internet community worldwide.
A native of Fargo, ND, Sandy Rawson (pianist, organist, harpsichordist) completed
her Bachelor of Music degree in piano performance at the University of Minnesota and
continued her studies at the Musik Akademie in Vienna, Austria. During her long tenure in
the Fargo Moorhead area, she was a highly active accompanist and large ensemble pianist
performing with all the major organizations including opera, symphony, choral, ballet,
universities and public schools. She frequently appeared on faculty and guest artist recitals
at the three local universities, NDSU, MSUM, and Concordia College. An active church
organist from the age of 14, she held the post of organist at the First Congregational Church
in Fargo for 25 years. She currently is the organist for Sequim Community Church and piano
accompanist for Peninsula Chamber Singers.
Sandy’s love of music is equaled by her love for cooking. A professionally trained chef,
having lived several years in Europe and Japan, international cuisine has been a lifelong passion.

AMUSE - BOUCHE
Croissants Fourres à la Crème ~ croissants filled with almond cream
Pâté Grand-Mère sur Crackers à la Moutarde ~ homestyle paté on mustard crackers
Cake au Saumon Fumé ~ smoked salmon muffins
Traou Mad ~ biscuits from Brittany
Macarons à la Framboise et Chocolat ~ almond cookies filled with raspberry and chocolate
Madeleines au Chocolat ~ chocolate madeleines
Flaugnarde aux Baies ~ flan with mixed berries
Tartines avec des Cerises rôties et Chevre ~ canapes with chevre and roasted cherries
Tartines aux brandy Pâté de Champignons ~ canapes with brandied mushroom Paté

about our guest performer

An Unlikely Day Job ~ Jean Cras was truly a remarkable
person, whose musical output, while not in large volume, is
substantial, beautifully crafted, and could rank with the best of
the early-twentieth century. Surprisingly, this was a product of
his spare time, his artistic escape from a demanding and celebrated
naval career which rose to the rank of rear admiral.
At each stage, in every cabin he occupied,
cramped or spacious, Cras found space for his
upright piano and time to set his musical
imaginings to manuscript. He also had a scientific
mind and is credited with innovations and
navigational tools of his own invention. The
"Cras Navigation Plotter” became a standard
item in the French Navy.

Off the Icelandic coast
with Diaoul, ca. 1904

His career was not lacking in experience and heroism. At the turn of the century, he was a
junior officer posted to the flagship Brennus which was involved in a terrible, peacetime accident
while on fleet maneuvers one night. The ill-fated destroyer Fremée accidentally turned, crossing
into the battleship’s path, and was instantly capsized with the loss of 47 lives. The story made
world press, and Cras wrote an account which can be read online along with others.
Later, during World War I, he commanded the
Commandant Bory, a 250' destroyer credited with the
sinking of a German submarine. Cras also distinguished
himself in 1916 in an
incident involving a
mine thought to be
Commandant Bory
inactive. While being
hoisted out of the sea, it touched the hull and exploded
causing the death of a master mechanic and injuring
several near the stern. Cras himself was thrown into the
sea and, when he regained consciousness, saw a sailor
who could not swim sinking in a panic. He reached the Provence, the Admiral’s Battleship
spot, dove under and saved the man for which he was command and composition studio in
awarded a medal, the one he was most proud of among later 1920s. The ship was scuttled in
port in 1942 to prevent it falling
all the decorations of his career.
into German hands.

The city of his birth and death has not forgotten this important naval and musical figure.
A monument was dedicated to his honor in 1935, near the historic harbor fortress in Brest.

A native of Minnesota, guest cellist Fred Thompson began
studying cello at age seven. He attended Interlochen National Music
Camp (MI) and performed with the Eau Claire (WI) symphony
after winning a concerto competition. At Concordia College in
Moorhead, Minnesota and then at the University of Utah he
studied English and music. After teaching in central Utah, he took
a position in English and Humanities at Peninsula College. Later,
the Thompsons lived in London, England where Fred studied
English literature at the University of London. He also attended a
chamber music workshop in Orvieto, Italy. His second sabbatical
focused on the poetry of John Keats and the music of Beethoven. While at Peninsula College
Dr. Thompson led five study abroad tours. Besides being a long-time player in the Port
Angeles Symphony Orchestra in which he was principal cello, Fred was active as an area
recitalist and chamber musician. Fred and his wife Jean now live in Portland, Oregon.

a few

Bits of Interest*

When Gabriel Fauré was a boy, Berlioz had just written La damnation de Faust and
Henry David Thoreau was writing Walden. By the time of his death, Stravinsky had written
The Rite of Spring and World War I had ended in the devastation of Europe. In this dramatic
period in history, Fauré strove to bring together the best of traditional and progressive music
and, in the process, created some of the most exquisite works in the French repertoire. He
was one of the most advanced figures in French musical circles and influenced a generation of
composers worldwide.
Fauré was the youngest child of a school headmaster and spent many hours playing the
harmonium in the chapel next to his father's school. Fauré's father enrolled the 9-year-old as
a boarder at the École Niedermeyer in Paris, where he remained for 11 years, learning church
music, organ, piano, harmony, counterpoint, and literature. In 1861, Saint-Saëns joined the
school and introduced Fauré and other students to the works of more contemporary composers
such as Schumann, Liszt, and Wagner. Fauré's earliest songs and piano pieces date from this
period, just before his graduation in 1865, which he achieved with awards in almost every
subject. For the next several years, he took on various organist positions, served for a time
in the Imperial Guard, and taught. In 1871 he and his friends -- d'Indy, Lalo, Duparc, and
Chabrier -- formed the Société Nationale de Musique, and soon after, Saint-Saëns introduced
him to the salon of Pauline Viardot and Parisian musical high society. Fauré wrote his first
important chamber works (the Violin Sonata No. 1 and Piano Quartet No. 1), then set out on
a series of musical expeditions to meet Liszt and Wagner.
Throughout the 1880s, he held various positions and continued to write songs and piano
pieces, but felt unsure enough of his compositional talents to attempt anything much larger
than incidental music. Fauré's pieces began to show a complexity of musical line and harmony
which were to become the hallmarks of his music. He began to develop a highly original
approach to tonality, in which modal harmony and altered scales figured largely.

J e a n C r a s M e mo r i a l
Flanked by the muses representing the sea and music,
the original was destroyed by Allied bombing in WWII and replaced in 1959.

The next decade, however, is when Fauré came into his own. He was named composition
professor at the Paris Conservatoire in 1896. His music, although considered too advanced
* mostly hewn from the internet

by most, gained recognition amongst his musical friends. This was his first truly productive
phase, seeing the completion of his Requiem, the Cinq Mélodies, and the Dolly Suite, among
other works. Using an economy of expression and boldness of harmony, he built the musical
bridge over which his students -- such as Maurice Ravel and Nadia Boulanger -- would cross
on their journey into the twentieth century. In 1905, he was named director of the conservatory
and made several significant reforms. Ironically, this position gave his works more exposure,
but it reduced his time for composition and came when he was increasingly bothered by
hearing problems. Fauré's works of this period show the last, most sophisticated stages of
his writing, streamlined and elegant in form.
During World War I, Fauré essentially remained in Paris and
had another extremely productive phase, producing, among other
things, Le Jardin clos and the Fantaisie for piano and orchestra,
Op. 111, which show a force and violence that make them among
the most powerful pieces in French music. In 1920 he retired from
the school, and the following year gave up his music critic position
with Le Figaro, which he had held since 1903. Between then and
his death in 1924, he would produce his great, last works: several
chamber works and the song cycle L'horizon chimérique.
Gabriel Fauré wrote his Piano Trio in 1923, at the age of 78, a serene piece that reflects
many of the developments of his late period of composing. By this point, he had already been
suffering for more than 20 years from a painful decline in his hearing, a condition which,
together with his responsibilities as Director of the Conservatoire de Paris until the age of 75,
greatly reduced his compositional output in later years. Although his reputation outside of
France is based almost entire on one work, his Requiem, within France he is held in the same
degree of reverence as Ravel, one of his students at the Conservatoire, and Debussy. Fauré was
the first French composer to separate himself from the model of German Romanticism. He
created clear structure outside of the strict, classical sonata form and the free-form tone poem,
introduced a modest, understated coloration and expression, and developed a new and daring
harmony, for the time, that transformed French music for the generations to follow him.
In 1922, the president of the republic, Alexandre
Millerand, led a public tribute to Fauré, a national
hommage, described in The Musical Times as “a splendid
celebration at the Sorbonne, in which the most illustrious
French artists participated, [which] brought him great
joy. It was a poignant spectacle, indeed: that of a man
present at a concert of his own works and able to hear
not a single note. He sat gazing before him pensively,
and, in spite of everything, grateful and content.”
Jean Cras was a gifted composer largely known for his chamber works and opera
Polyphème (1912-1918). He might well have achieved greater fame had he not maintained a
highly successful lifelong career in the French navy. Indeed, Cras reached the rank of rearadmiral and was decorated several times in World War I, achieving particular distinction for
his valor in the Adriatic campaign. Musically, he typically garnered far less notice. For one
thing, his education was modest, though ultimately adequate: he received no formal advanced
training in composition, though he studied privately with Henri Duparc, who would become
a lifelong friend and mentor. Cras remained a relatively obscure figure on the musical scene in
France except for the final decade or so of his life. Stylistically, Cras was an Impressionist, but
a freewheeling one, investing his music with occasional exotic influences inspired by his naval
travels, and with Celtic and sacred elements. His later works divulged a more caustic expressive

language, but without ever reaching much beyond the style of Bartók. Cras was versatile,
turning out works in most genres, including opera, orchestral, chamber, choral, and song.
Jean Cras was born into a musical family in Brest, France, on May 22, 1879. His father
was a brilliant naval surgeon whose example led young Jean in 1896 to enroll at the naval
academy. In 1900 he relocated to Paris where he studied for three months with his newfound friend Henri Duparc.
Prior to World War I Cras was productive particularly in the realms of chamber, choral,
and solo piano music. In 1921 Polyphème, not yet officially premiered, received first prize
in the Concours musical de la Ville de Paris. It was premiered the following year by the
Opéra-Comique in Paris with great success, and thereafter Cras was a much-in-demand
composer in France. Cras now began turning more often to larger forms. Cras’ brilliant
pianist daughter, Collette (wife of Polish émigré composer Alexandre Tansman), premiered
Cras’ 1931 Piano Concerto with great success. After his death in 1932 Cras was widely
eulogized in France as one of the leading figures in French music. But his fame quickly
evaporated and he was largely forgotten until the last decade or so of the 20th century.
Jean Cras composed three piano trios, two of which, from his youth, remain unpublished.
This more complex work was begun at Brest in November 1907 and was dedicated to the
esteemed Belgian violinist and pedagogue, Armand Parent, whom Cras had probably befriended
at the Schola Cantorum. Its first performance featured Ricardo Vines at the Société nationale
on 29 April 1911.
About the Trio in C ~ comments and translations of personal letters quoted from
Jean Cras, Polymath of Music and Letters by Paul-André Bempéchat (2009)
The composer first mentions this work in a letter of 4 May 1904 to his wife, mentioning,
en passant, that he had made progress on its slow movement. On 11 June 1907, he provides
more detailed background on the work's genesis and his particular concern that it be structurally
unified and balanced:
... the Trio was conceived almost entirely at Bizerte (on the northern tip of Tunisia),
within several days in 1904: first, the Choral in its entirety; second the Finale, not only as
ideas but also its developmental sections; third, the Scherzo, only as ideas; fourth, the
Introduction in 5/4 time. As for new ideas, there's nothing more than those in the Allegro.
... the [Choral and Finale] were conceived absolutely simultaneously, in the same frame
of mind. I was working on completing the Chorale and finding the modulatory
characteristics of the Finale at the same time.
In an earlier letter, dated 9 June 1907, Cras does affirm that the attention he had paid
this trio had been sporadic as, three years after beginning this work, the third movement still
remained unfinished. Such caution re-affirms the keen attentiveness Cras harboured toward
his future audiences:
... I began working a little on expanding the Scherzo of my Trio ... I don't want to make
something too long ... [or] too structurally complex ... After the long first movement,
and the Choral, which also demands considerable spiritual exertion, the Scherzo must
serve to relax the soul ... and create a mood so as to give the impression that it was ... too
short. This will allow the listener to recover from the introspective Choral [and prepare]
for the Finale ... . I hope that as whole, an entire work, the Trio will be well-balanced,
and that one will be able to listen to it from beginning to end without getting bored. The
question of structural balance is so important. It is not only necessary that each section,
each movement itself, be interesting. It is imperative as well that the entire work hold
[well] together and that [the listener's] interest be sustained ....

